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Abstract 

 

The present article shows the parameters of fractal dimensionality to place the 

trajectory by processing data obtained by geotechnical studies. Materials research 

executed companies "DneproGiprotrans", "DneproGIINTIZ" have been 

transferred to the authors for scientific processing. The analysis carried out to see 

the trajectory tendencies and shapes of a short series changes allows choosing the 

model type for disrupted bedding zones under technogenesis conditions. The 

article describes how to interpret the trajectory shapes when estimation and 

prognostication for extensively spread genetic stratigraphic deposits in the region.  
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1 Introduction 
 

   The fundamental properties of the geological medium, its discontinuity, 

symmetry, structure and uncertainty (G. K. Bondarik, 1976), gives opportunities  
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to introduce the hypothesis on its constituents fractal nature. This hypothesis was 

developed by V. Ebeling (1990) and F. Shreder (2001). The further investigations 

have proven the truthfulness of the chaotic model based on fractals, in particular, 

in dispersive soils[1-3], fracture zone [4] and erosive systems [5]. 

   A spatial variability model for dispersive deposits is usually created by the 

methods of geostatistics and stochastic analysis. These conventional models to 

predict the reaction processes within the zones under buildings influence are 

based on continuum theory. This forecast is not always accurate due to the limited 

possibilities of the mentioned methods to describe the rocks nonhomogeneous 

structure of various levels. The hypothesis on structural similarity of the 

geological medium constituents have been proved by the experimental 

investigations [6] and observations [7]. This similarity foresees the elements of 

chaos within the dynamics [8]. Empirical space and time data with respect to rock 

density, strength and ability to deform are not systematic and in most cases form a 

short irregular series [9]. The estimation of local characteristics of fractal 

dimensionality on the selected data of the mean volume can be performed with 

geophysical data by applying the methodology described in [10]. The values of 

fractal dimensionality are required for forecast of persistency or the tendency 

steadiness. Geometric interpretation of it [11, 12] permits the conclusion of 

parameter changeability type which is important for classification solutions when 

the model is chosen. 

 

2 Observational Data and the Method of Research 
 

   The present article summaries the research results obtained with rock 

properties (1964–2010 time period) and underground waters of the urban 

territories of the industrial region of Ukraine (the cities of Dnepropetrovsk, 

Nikipol’, Zaporozh’e, Krivoy Rig). The selected examples how the local fractal 

dimensionality has been found along with geometric interpretation of a data series 

and the models development as the resultant of constituents changeability 

stochastic analysis are given. The changeable behaviour of the most widely spread 

genetic stratigraphic sequences of dispersive alluvial and eolian-deluvial loess 

rocks within the urban influence zones is studied. These sequences are different 

with their regular characteristics of the property spatial variabilities, but they are 

similar in their weakness against the lengthy technogenesis influences. 

   The calculations and interpretation of fractal dimensionality are made with the 

pattern of a series of alluvial deposits properties. These alluvial deposits are 

located within the building site of one of the river Dnieper valleys. Trajectory 

tracing of underground water levels [13] in the net of wells (1986–1996 time 

period) and its analysis have shown the possibility to classify the states of the 

dynamic system called water-bearing formation of eolian-deluvial deposits. The 

properties of eolian-deluvial deposits in the aeration zone are described by the 

trajectory. The analysis how this trajectory changes with respect to the time 

parameter is made with the means of the laboratory analysis carried out for the 

properties (the years of 1966 and 2006). The wells which gave the samples for the  
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analysis are located in geologically similar zones under the same technogenesis 

affect (blocks of flats buildings development in Dnepropetrovsk city). 

   The applied stochastic analysis includes primary statistical analysis, 

nonparametric method of correlation analysis, multiple regression, autoregression 

(with application of trial-version of Statistica). The calculated parameters of the 

local fractal dimensionality (index μ and indicator Dc) are obtained as the 

processing resultant of cone penetration test materials and the geophysical tests of 

the nearby locations. The values with which the soil resists the probe cone 

penetration (Q, MPa) and soil resistance to the cone side surface (F, kPa) are 

taken into account as well as the values of ground density and moisture which 

have been obtained with radiometric methods (gamma gamma logging). The 

trajectories to describe the changes in the properties of eolian-deluvial diposits are 

made with coordinates R = (xi, xi+1), where R is a geological parameter [14], and xi, 

xi+1 — a level series. The ground density parameters, the parameters of its 

particles and its natural moisture are used as geological parameters. In order to 

take the samples for the investigation, we chose the well with approximately the 

same sampling spacing. The sampling in 1966 and 2006 was hold with different 

spacing and the depth intervals.  

 

3 The Investigation Results 
 

   In the river Dnieper valley, the deposits of the river second terrace above the 

flood-plain are deposited on kaolinites and intersected by shallow soils and 

man-made loams, the depth of underground water occurrence is in the range of 

1.2–3.2 meters. The geophysical tests on certain locations and cone penetration 

test (the year of 1989) characterize the different conditions. Point 1 is located on 

the grounds with static top of dispersive weathering crust subzone while point 2 – 

in the zone of minimal marking. Point 3 is in the zone of transient conditions. The 

relation between the states of residual soils and those of the alluvial rocks, which 

are within the conventional building area affect, is important for the medium model 

development and the prognostication.  

   Sample distributions of densities and moisture values for dispersive soils are 

homogeneous and the mean equals the median. Spearman correlation coefficient (r) 

for ground density (ρ, g/sm3) and depth (z, m) is equal to 0.93. The measurements 

of natural moisture (ω, unit fraction) with respect to the depth have the regular 

character but not with the all points (see Table 1). Under conditions of persistent 

bedding, the values of density and moisture are statistically independent and 

homogeneous. The autocorrelation of moisture values is stronger expressed than 

that of a density series. Within the plot of persistent bedding (for point 2), the 

density and moisture distributions are asymmetric and bimodal. Nonparametric 

correlation of these variables is close (partial tau is equal to 0.93). Their 

autocorrelation is well expressed. The determination and structural parameter of a 

series autoregression, calculated with two different parameters, are close. In the 

point with transient conditions, the distributions are nonhomogeneous and the 

autocorrelation is not expressed. 
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Table 1. The Results of Sample and Array for Density and Moisture Values of Dispersive 

Grounds (Radio Logging Results). 

 

 

Point 

Regression Parameter 

Autoregression 

Parameter 

Regression Model Type 

Adjusted Values of 

Determination 

Coefficient (AR2) 

Model 

Type 

Parameter 

p(1) 

1 ρ =3.36-0.029 z1-0.14 ω 0.918 1.0.0 0.520 

ω =2.064-0.017 z1-0.514 ρ 0.055 1.0.0 0.923 

2 ρ =2.24+0.009 z -1.624 ω 0.963 1.0.0 0.669 

ω =1.032-0.4 ρ 0.953 1.0.0 0.714 

3 ρ =1.722+0.024 z -0.16 ω 0.914 – – 

ω =1.158+0.016 z -0.548 ρ 0.096 – – 

 

Where ρ is the soil density (g/m3); z1 is the datum level (m); ω is the natural 

moisture (unit fraction); z is the depth (m). 

  

 

  Analyzing the  calculations of indices of local dimensionality (see Figure 1), it 

becomes clear that the bedding conditions have influence on the unevenness of a 

series of the lines to indicate the physical properties (ρ, ω) and indirect indicators of 

physical and mechanical properties (parameters of Q, F). Under conditions of 

disrupted bedding, the values of dimentional indices are in most cases critical 

(point 2). 

   The mean difference between the estimations of indices of local dimensionality 

within the dispersive soils of the same origin at the plots of similar structure is not 

higher than 6%. The highest estimation convergence is obtained with a series of Q, 

ω. The evaluations of persistence for a series of different values do not coincide all 

the time. Let’s compare, for example, the tendencies for moisture to change and the 

parameter of F at point 2 and point 3. A series of values to indicate physical states 

of the alluvial depositin the zone of disrupted bedding are characterized by greater 

evenness (point 2) while the mean  of Q,  F parameters is higher (fig. 2).  

 

 

   There is an inverse dependence found between the estimations of fractality index 

of a series of physical characteristics and parameter F (table3). The value of the 

fractal dimensionality can give the value of Hurst exponent [15] and prognosticate 

the tendencies. The more nonhomogeneous is the moisture distribution within the 

depth, the more sophisticated is a series, higher the absolute strength parameter and 

higher possibility of persistence. 
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    - point 1 ;       -   point 3;- - disrupted bedding of residual deposit is point. 2. 

 
a)                                                  b) 

Fig. 1.Local fractal dimensionality indices (unit fraction), a series of properties in zone II of terrace 

above the flood-plain of Dnieper valley (data obtained with cone penetration testing and 1989 

geophysical testing). 

Marking in figures 1-2: 

1. Calculations of local fractal dimensionality indices (𝜇) for soil resistance to the probe cone 

penetration (Q, MPa), friction (F, KPa), soil density (ρ, g/sm3), natural moisture (ω, unit fraction). 

2. a) alluvial deposits ; b) dispersive soils (alluvial and residual soils). 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.Mean value of soil resistance to the cone, friction in alluvial deposits of the terrace above the 

flood-plain of the river Dnieper. 

 
Table 3. Correlation Matrix for Fractality Estimations per a Series Values 

of Physical and Mechanical Properties 

 

 fractality index 𝝁𝑭 fractality index 𝝁𝝎 

fractality index 𝝁𝑭 1 –0.829 

fractality index 𝝁𝝎 -0.829 1 

 

The second widely spread genetic stratigraphic sequence of regional 

dispersive rocks is Pleistoceneloess and loess-like eolian-deluvial deposits. The 

distribution of these properties within the depths (under conditions of slight 

influence by technogenesis) reflects the combination of climatic paleo age. 

Mathematical models of loess property changeability, as a rule, are developed by  
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the statistical methods. The trajectory shapes built in coordinates of  𝜔, 𝜌, 𝜌𝑆 =
𝑓(𝑥𝑖, 𝑥𝑖+1) describe the physical property changes within the depth and allow us to 

judge about the stratigraphic nonhomogenity and how greatly the original 

nonhomogenity has been changed under technogenesis. Figure 3 shows the 

trajectory for the changes: natural moisture, particle density and soil density of 

loess eolian-deluvial loams in the well with 28.0 meter deep (Dnepropetrovsk city, 

1966). The upper horizon shows the most expressed collapsible properties. In the 

beneath, there is the cut composed by paleosol deposits. The trajectories are built by 

12 points, each characterizes the horizon state with that parameter in the certain 

interval depth. The first 5 points characterize the state of poorly defined Black Sea 

and Dophinovsk horizons of upper Pleistocene (ed, vРIIIdf + pch), the 2 next 

points — that of Bug (vPIIIbg). The 8-th point is of Vitachevsky horizon (edPIIIvt), 

the 9-th and 10-th is of Udaysk horizon (vPIIIud), the 11-th is of Priluksky (edPIIIpl) 

and only the 12-th is of Kaydatsky horizon of the middle part of Pleistocene 

(edPIIkd). The trajectory shape to describe increment of Black Sea-Dophinovsk 

horizon moisture and that of Bug horizon (first to occur under surface (1–7 points)) 

is significantly different from the increments in the lower bedding rocks (see fig. 

3а). One can observe the clustering of points which correspond to horizon genetic 

traits: points no 5, no 7, no 9 are close (loess) and the same is with points no 8 and 

no 12 (paleosol deposits). Trajectories for increments of soil density and soil 

particle densities (fig. 3.b, 3.c) of the cut upper part (points 1–3) and cut lower part 

are different, there are intersections and loops present there. The trajectory shape 

witnesses that the regular, periodic and chaotic components reflect the distribution 

feature of the loess deposits as the result of their origin with different degree of 

detailing. With the data obtained in 40 years (in 2005) the trajectory shape has 

changed (see fig. 4).  

Within the area of until 17.5 meters deep, there are the zones of different 

topological dimensionality: intervals (points 1–5 in fig. 4.b), dots (points 1–4 in 

fig. 4.а and 1–3, 5–7, 8–13 in fig. 4.c) and orbits (points 5–11 in fig. 4.a and 6–12 in 

fig. 4.b). The value spread of the parameters reduces. The zones, where particle 

density and natural moisture of loess horizon have constant values, belong to the 

different parts of Pleistocene. The stratigraphic borders are not expressed in the 

shape of a trajectory. The tendencies to change within one-type indicators differ 

through the depth. This singles out the property degradation of eolian-deluvial 

deposits in the zone of aeration influenced by technogenesis, but out of 

underground waters action. 

 

4. Discussion 
 

The methods based on similarity of the structure and properties are 

scientifically reasonable to be applied in the engineering solution of the multiform 

task to classify and forecast the states of dispersive rocks of alluvial and 

eolian-deluvial origin under nonhomogeneous conditions (complex structure of the 

mass, technogenesis influences). The calculations of local fractal dimensionality 

allows us to classify the states of, forecast the tendencies with and property stability  
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of geological bodies by using a short series data. At a project stage when a model is 

chosen, visualization and trajectory analysis for property increments enables 

description of states and prove if it is necessary to include regular, periodic and 

chaotic components into the dynamic system.  

 

 
 

a)  b)  c) 

 
Fig. 3. Trajectories for increments of geological parameters with eolian-deluvial deposits 

within the blocks of flats buildings development zone 

 (Dnepropetrovsk city, 1966) 

  

 
 
  a)      b)        c)  

 

Fig. 4.Trajectories for increments of geological parameters with eolian-deluvial 
deposits within the blocks of flats buildings development zone 

(Dnepropetrovsk city, 2005) 

 

Notes: 1. Refer to notes 1–3 of fig.3. 2. Points 1–8 describe the state of Bug horizon 

(vdРIIIbg) while points 9–15 describe the state of Dnepropetrovsk horizon (vdРIIdn). 

Notes to fig. 3 and fig. 4: a) b) c) — trajectories for increments of natural moisture 

(ω, unit fraction); soil density (ρ, g/sm3); soil particle density (ρ, g/sm3) respectively; On 

X line, there are the parameter values of rank〖 x〗 _i.On Y-line, there are rank 

parameters of〖 x〗 _(i+1); 1–12 – number of points. 

 

To estimate the degree how dispersive deposits in the aeration zone under 

technogenesis (urban development) have been converted, an engineer can carry it 

out by comparing the trajectories which describe how the physical properties 

indicators are distributed through the depth. The analysis of the relations between  
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the trajectory shape and position of the stratigraphic borders within the whole depth 

is simple, reliable and theoretically justified criterion to classify the ground state 

under technogenesis. 

The bedding conditions of the alluvial deposits influence the homogeneous 

distribution of the physical properties (ρ, ω) and the indirect mechanical properties 

indicators (parameters of Q, F) through the depth. The highest convergence of the 

estimations for local fractal dimensionality index is found on the series values of Q, 

ω. The inverse correlation between the natural moisture of dispersive deposits and 

the friction against the cone side (F) is expressed.  

 

There are changes in the trajectory shape for the physical properties 

increment of eolian-deluvial deposits under technogenesis influence. The absolute 

value spread of physical properties reduces. The stratigraphic borders do not 

influence the positions of the zones with different topological dimensionality.  The 

experience gained with trajectory plotting for the purpose of analysis how the 

tendencies of underground waters change within the urban territories shows the 

opportunity for the described method to be used in reasoning if there is the need for 

trend, periodic and chaotic components the dynamic model as well as for the other  

geological medium components. 

 

5 Conclusions 
 

The properties distribution of the alluvial deposits in the lower terrace of the 

river Dnieper and eolian-deluvial complexes of rocks have the signs of a series with 

the fractal dimensionality.  

The similarity and the distribution manner of dispersive ground properties 

through the depth require adequate choice of the estimation and forecast methods 

for the states under conditions of complex geological structure and intervention by 

technogenesis.  

The values of local fractal dimensionality index, minimal coverage 

dimensionality and Hurst exponent are in need for detailing the features of a plot 

geological structure and its degree of technogenesis intervention. 

 

By analyzing the trajectory for increments of physical properties indicators 

and those of physical and mechanical properties we obtain a simple and all-purpose 

method to rationalize the types of spatial or temporal variability with the purpose to 

develop the model. 

The general methodology to estimate the states, technogenesis intervention 

and tendencies (with Hurst exponent) is to include the analysis of trajectory for 

correlatives under natural conditions of physical properties indicators. 
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